Eagle CONNECT

Key Terms

Flag:

A flag is an alert feature that notifies students and Advising when there is a concern with either: attendance, academic performance, or behavior.

Referral:

A referral is an alert feature that notifies students and specific support services of a recommended need.

Kudos:

A kudos is a praise feature that notifies the students when they have done well.

Clear:

Clear is a function used to close out active flags or referrals, if the issue has been addressed or resolved.
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Faculty Guide

Eagle CONNECT will help you:

Schedule appointments online with students.

Direct student concerns to the right service(s) for timely alerts.

Manage notes, class attendance, meetings, and interactions with students.
Faculty/Staff log in using regular desktop credentials. If you are unable to login, visit password.tamut.edu to reset your credentials.

For further assistance, please contact us at: EagleCONNECT@TAMUT.edu or call 903-280-6724.

**Schedule**

All appointment preferences and meeting locations are set up initially under your profile.

- Jane Doe
- help | logout

**Connect**

Connecting your students to resources on campus is easy in Eagle CONNECT. You can find your students using the search bar or under the "Students" tab.

- Home
- Appointments
- Students
- Services

**Manage**

Eagle CONNECT can help you efficiently manage your student appointments, communication, class attendance, and notes by providing one central location with easy-to-use tools.

Within each student profile, you can add notes, send messages, or send a kudos.

- Kudos
- Message
- Note

Add appointments to your calendar using the appointment feature or by selecting a time within your office hours.

- Appointment

With active flags, you’ll know who has contacted your student and the outcome of your alert. If you are able to resolve the issue with your student, you can also clear the alert.

- Clear

Each interaction you document with a student is saved under their file, so you can conveniently check back on their progress or your notes at anytime and from any device.